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1. Elizabeth Mpetyane Utopia $6995 

Ankwekety This painting depicts the Bush Plum, the berries are collected for food and the 

roots soaked for medicinal purposes. In the dreamtime strong winds blew the seeds across 

the land. 

2. Athena Nangala Granites Warlukurlangu $2795 

Star or Seven Sisters Dreaming The jampijinpa man is in love with one of the seven Napaljarri 

skin women and is shown chasing them across the night sky. 

3. Vera Raymond Tjala Arts $695 

4. Josina Pumani Mimili Arts $695 

Ngayuku Ngura My Country is a landscape showing water holes, rocks and mountains and 

the ancestral songlines criss-crossing the land. 

5. Patricia Martin Mimili Arts $595 

Ngayuku Ngura My Country is a landscape showing water holes, rocks and mountains and 

the ancestral songlines criss-crossing the land. 

6. Kerry Anne Robinson Iwantja Arts $795 

Nyayuku Ngura My Country a painting of the colours and shapes of the corrugated, harsh 

landscape with hidden tracks and sun hardened creek beds 

7. Rene Sundown Iwantja Arts $795 

Amarouna, Rene’s homeland, a rugged country, but beautiful and quiet here, a place to 

enjoy the country with its soft colours 

8. Julie Yatjitja Iwantja Arts $2395 

Ngura Country Ngura has a richly embedded meaning of belonging, of defining where 

someone comes from and their family and ancestral connections to the land. 

9. Michelle Lewis Ernabella Arts $4795 

My Father’s Country called Makiri. This is honey ant country. Michelle paints this landscape 

as she sees it in her minds eye-from far above. 

10. Mukayi Baker Ernabella Arts $2995 

Piltati This is the story of two brothers an important water hole where two water serpents 

live. Water travels in channels and this is where their wives have gone looking for food. 

11. Umatji Tjitayi Ernabella Arts $1495 



Honey Grevillea Ultukunpa grows in the sandy soils and produces a sweet flower the nectar 

of which can me eaten or made into a sweet drink. 

12. Carlene Thompson Ernabella Arts $3300 

Tjulpu Kulunypa Showing emus and their chicks, Carlene paints her home country and the 

importance of family. 

13. Mathew Mbitjana Utopia $2795 

Ankwekety This painting depicts the Bush Plum, the berries are collected for food and the 

roots soaked for medicinal purposes. In the dreamtime strong winds blew the seeds across 

the land. 

14. Rita Rolley Kaltjiti Arts $1895 

Ngayuku Ngura My Country Rita paints the beautiful vibrant colours of the desert with 

topographical lines, creeks and rock holes. 

15. Matjangka Norris (Mrs) Kaltjiti Arts $6995 

Punu Wood (lit.)  

16. Beverley Cameron Kaltjiti Arts $1895 

Minyma Kutjarai This is the story of two ancestral women who travelled through 

Pitjantjatjara Lands to Uluru and an important water hole in Alice Springs, linking people, 

place in culture and lore. 

17. Taylor Wanyima Cooper Kaltjiti Arts $4995 

Wanampi Tjukurpa The water serpent is Taylor’s totemic ancestor travelling through the 

lands and creating water holes to live in. 

18. Women’s Collaborative Kaltjiti Arts $4495 

Nganampa Ngura Our Country a piece by Joanne Ken, Carolanne Ken, Imatjala Curley, 

Madeline Curley, Ingrid Treacle, Meredith Treacle, and Collianne Smith. Generations of 

women passing down traditional knowledge through story and art. 

19. Pollyanne Tjungkaya Smith Kaltjiti Arts $4195 

Mamungarinyi This is a sacred and secret women’s camp. A beautiful clear water pool of 

healing water is here amongst the emu bush and white marble gums.  

20. Janie Kulyuru Lewis Tjala Arts $3995 

Ngayuku Ngura My Country A vibrant depiction of the desert landscape around Amata. 

21. Annie Nelson Napangardi Utopia $2200 

Patterns of the Desert Annie uses delicate tiny dots of colour to depict the contours and 

colours of the desert landscape. 

22. Ann Nyankula Yubu Napa $149 

Dog 

23. Ann Nyankula Yubu Napa $220 

Bird 

24. Ann Nyankula Yubu Napa $330 

Bird 

25. Ann Nyankula Yubu Napa $395 

Bush Turkey 

26. Justin Hayes Keringke Arts $595 

Cowboy and Horse  

27. Justin Hayes Keringke Arts $595 

Rodeo 

28. Justin Hayes Keringke Arts $595 

Cowboy and Bull  

29. Karen Bird Ngale Utopia $1195 



Alpar Story A heavily scented bush called the Rat-tail- the seeds of which are collected, 

cooked and ground into a flour. 

30. Hazel Morton Kngwarraye Utopia $1195 

Ilyarnayt Hazel paints the attractive flowers of the Acacia Validinerva favourable for the 

edible grubs living in the roots. 

31. Amanda Westley independent artist $695        

32. Amanda Westley independent artist $695        

33. Amanda Westley independent artist $395        

34. Amanda Westley independent artist $395        

35. Daisy Kemarre Moss Artists of Ampilatwatja $1595 

My Mother’s Country Bush medicine, goanna and other traditional foods are found here 

where Daisy’s traditional laws lie.  

36. Jessie Ngwarraye Ross Artists of Ampilatwatja $1100 

My Country Jessie’s landscapes beautifully communicate the rich knowledge she possesses 

of medicinal plants and country, the heart of her culture. 

37. Elizabeth Ngwarraye Bonney Artists of Ampilatwatja $1100 

Flowers and Fairies After the rain the seeds fall and the Enookecha (fairies) come. They are 

good fairies that live here, “when we go out we can feel them.” 

38. Kindy Kemarre Ross Artists of Ampilatwatja $1295 

Bush Medicine Plants “Bush medicine plants are used for healing and drinking. We make this 

by smashing the plants with a rock, we use the juice and fibre of the plant.” 

39. Kindy Kemarre Ross Artists of Ampilatwatja $1100 

Bush Medicine Plants “There are lots of different medicines, we know what their stories are, 

we learnt them from our parents and we teach them to our children.” 

40. Theo Nangala Hudson Warlukurlangu Arts $2795 

Fire Country Dreaming The blue tongued lizard lived with his two sons. One day out hunting 

they caught a sacred kangaroo and he taught them a lesson by setting a huge bush fire. 

41. Agnes Nampijinpa Brown Warlurkulangu Arts $ 

Water Dreaming Two ancestral rainmakers sang for rain and unleashed a giant storm, the 

giant gecko blew the storm and the clouds created the hills here. 

42. Joy Nangala Brown Warlukurlangu Arts 

Yumari Dreaming This is a scared site of forbidden love. The site of a collection of rocks and 

rockholes west of Kintore. 

43. Pauline Napangardi Gallagher Warlukurlangu Arts 

Mina Mina Dreaming (Water) This is a very sacred site far west of Yuendumu. Ancestral 

women danced and brought forth digging sticks which they then used to gather food. 

44. Maureen Poulson Napangardi Papunya Tjupi $2495 

Water Dreaming This painting depicts a site where ancestral beings created a huge storm 

after a rainmaking ceremony that filled the rockholes and clay pans. 

45. Maureen Poulson Napangardi Papunya Tjupi $1995 

Water Dreaming This painting depicts a site where ancestral beings created a huge storm 

after a rainmaking ceremony that filled the rock holes and clay pans. 

46. Doris Bush Nungarrayi Papunya Tjupi $2995 

Nyumannu is the Dingo Dreaming where ancestral dingoes and their pups rose up to 

become stars, but Mother Dingo and her pup stayed behind and created this place. 

47. Doris Bush Nungarrayi Papunya Tjupi $2995 

Nyumannu is the Dingo Dreaming where ancestral dingoes and their pups rose up to 

become stars, but Mother Dingo and her pup stayed behind and created this place. 


